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Why Del Carmen...
EXCLUSIVELY SOLD BY SSQ

SSQ and Del Carmen quarry started their successful partnership back in 1992. Selling in excess of
8,000 tonnes of slates per year, SSQ has a worldwide exclusivity over the brand.

TRACEABILITY

With over 100 quarries, Spain is the world’s largest
slate producer, offering slates of all grades. Some
suppliers group quarries under a single name or
number, substituting one product for another.
Unlike other slate brands, every Del Carmen slate
comes from the same uninterrupted seam of high
quality stone.

APPEARANCE

Del Carmen is renowned for its distinctive, faintly
rippled riven texture, characteristic longitudinal
grain and deep blue-black colour that does not
fade even under constant strong sunlight. It is
often accepted as a suitable alternative to indigenous materials for use in conservation areas by
Heritage Agencies and National Park Authorities.

TESTING AND TECHNICAL
CREDENTIALS

Del Carmen is highly resistant to the physical and
chemical processes that age building stone of any
type. It has been tested and has met or surpassed
the strictest international quality standards:
US: ASTM C 406 – Grade S1 (highest)
UK: BS EN 12326 – it achieves a W1-S1-T1
(highest classiﬁcation)
France: NF 228 – Pass (highest)
Belgium: ATG 10/H664 – Pass (highest)

EQUIVALENT TO INDIGENOUS SLATE

An independent geologist was commissioned to
perform a comparison between the Del Carmen
Ultra grade and its closest indigenous equivalent –
the Welsh Cwt-y-Bugail slate. A summary of his
ﬁndings established that both slates are similar
aesthetically, and that their geological compositions
are virtually identical.

PROVEN TRACK RECORD

Del Carmen is constantly hand-picked by architects
and contractors alike for its unrivalled beauty,
traceability back to source and exceptional high
quality. Without a single recorded roof failure, SSQ
has one of the most comprehensive reference lists
in the UK, Europe, USA and Australia and New
Zealand.

LIFE EXPECTANCY & GUARANTEES

Del Carmen slate has been tested to the ASTM
C406 standard, and has achieved an S1 rating
(meaning the slate is likely to last for a minimum of
75 years). On the basis of this result, and its performance on a suite of other tests, SSQ offers a
lifetime 100- year guarantee. In addition to the
above ﬁtness for purpose guarantee, SSQ now also
offers a full Rust Free guarantee for Del Carmen to
ensure total peace of mind and 100% satisfaction.
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